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Abstract: The SQL Injection attack is a popular way of attack in terms of document structure
and common threats now a day. There are several ways of attack detection as per our study
and also prevention methods had been discussed in several research papers. So the main
motivation of our paper to penetrate the attack. One of the hacking technique is commonly
occur in banking sector is sql injection. Security testing can be done by two ways i.e static
analysis which is otherwise known as white box testing and by dynamic analysis which is
known as black box testing.In this paper we have shown the penetration testing of web
application to detect the sql injection vulnerability. This paper describes the penetration
testing processes and mainly focuses on vulnerability discovery, attack generation and obtain
the test cases and maintaining a pentester database which store all the attack responses. We
have taken an internet banking transaction case study.
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1. Introduction
There are lot of attacks with different intension can be happen in the internet world. The
challenging and most threating attack is SQL Injection attack [1]. In this attack the attacker
can gain access the data, by fooling authentication mechanisms, for the purpose of alteration
and to execute arbitrary code [2]. There is several methodologies and algorithm are suggested
in [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], but there is need of enhancement in the said field. In [10]
author suggested that instantaneously a dissonant and host level entry point is fully secured;
the depose interface uncovered by a fascination becomes the only source of Feign. SQL
Injection Attack can be used by kindred who scarcity to carry out access to the
database and steal, change or delete data for which they do not have permission. In [11]
different techniques was proposed to provide a solution for SQLIAs (SQL Injection Attacks),
but many of these solutions have limitations that affect their effectiveness and practicability.
Encryption and decryption of the data in the communication channel are also helpful for
protecting the data. For encryption and decryption we can use DES, RSA, RC4 and RC5
algorithms [12]. Block based division can be possible with subset superset mining or
partitioning techniques [13][14] It is also useful in the scene where the sending data and the
wrapper will be different so that confusion will be increases and the security in the receiving
side will be more imposed. In cryptography we perform encryption on the original text to
create the cipher text and decryption is just an opposite mechanism to form the plaintext. In
steganography we hide the original plaintext within any other, text, PDF, images etc. The
mechanism of reading the original text will be separately sent to the receiver for data reading.
Cryptography is used to change the original plain text to encode or make unreadable form of
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text [15]. The excruciating materials are clandestine on the sender comrade in order to have
them secluded and spellbound from illicit access and then sent via the network. When the
data are received then the opposite process will be employed for decryption depending on an
algorithm. Decryption is the process of converting data from encrypted format back to their
original format [16][17][18 ].
In the SQL attack the attacker can apply the insertion or "injection" of either a partial or
complete SQL query via the data input or transmitted from the client (browser) to the web
application. If it will be successful then insertion in the unauthorized area, deletion, and
updation can be possible without the permission of the legitimate user. So it is a serious threat
and we need some solution in this regard to prevent it. For prevention we first need proper
detection so that we get the timely alert and recognize the attack. SQL statements can be
constructed in various ways and the string form data will be prevented a encryption technique
with proper SQL parser to retrieve it and find it suitable in the case of matching the SQL
parser. Then after the short analysis we have to plan a log file to maintain it so that exact
comparison will be possible and we find the malicious content.
We provide here a brief survey and efficient penetration technique. Other sections are
arranged in the following manner: Section 2 describes about Literature Review; Section 3
discusses about proposed work; section 4 shows the result analysis; Section 5 describes
Conclusions.
2 .RELATED WORK
Halfond et al[19] presented a technique for penetration testing which involves static and
dynamic analysis to increase the efficiency both the information gathering and the response
analysis phase. The author implemented static and dynamic analysis to improve penetration
testing.For discovering input vectors the static analysis technique are used and for automatic
the response analysis the dynamic analysis technique is used. The main objective of dynamic
analysis is to find error while running the program. To measure the effectiveness of these
techniques, an experiment was conducted for static and dynamic analysis based penetration
testing on nine web applications.
Xiong et al [20] presented an approach of model driven frame work which integrates the
software developement life cycle phases with penetration testing process . So the
vulnerability can be easily detected and testing can be done repeatable manner and by the
expert personnel. To measure the cost effectiveness, systematic and fully integrated into a
systematic and fully integrated into a security oriented software developement life
cycle,security experts are still required to maintain knowledge. In this paper the test cases are
derived from models.
Stepien et al[21] presented an approach to penetration testing for inherent to penetration
testing of web pplication hich consists inherent features of TTCN-3 languages. This paper
derives the functional test cases and has taken an example of a malicious bank website. This
paper has described a message sequence diagram of a malicious bank website to show the
XSS attacks. It generate the functional test cases.
Pietraszek et al[22] presented an approach of Taint based Technique in which the author
modified a PHP nterpreter to track taint information at the character level.Contextsensitive
analysis is used in this technique to eject sql queries if an untrusted input has been used to
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create certain types of sql tokens. The advantages of this approach is that they require
modifications to the run time environment, which decreases the portability.
Halfond et al.[23] developed Amnesia(Analysis For Monitoring and Neutralizing Sql
Injection Attack). In this paper the author proposed a model based technique that combines
the static and dynamic analyses. In this paper the tool first identifies hotspot, where sql
queries are issued to database engines. Non-deterministic finite automata is used at each hot
spot to develop query model.
In this paper we have used UML 2.0 because UML 2.0 is given the detailed and more
explanation .It contains activity diagram which shows the dynamic characterists of a system.
In this paper activity diagram is used as modelling diagram as it shows the flow between
various activities.
3. Proposed Methodology
In this paper, we propose an effective and flexible SQL Injection detection mechanism which
is control from the admin. Our proposed methodology provides secure centralized control
system with blocking of data system on the restricted IP. Our approach achieves the
integration of storage correctness insurance and data error localization, i.e., the identification
of misbehaving clients and it can be control by the Admin. It can provide data accessing on
the fly if the IP is in unblock list. This flexibility is archived by remote consistency through
Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI). The data status is changed runtime and the instance
is changed automatically. If the data accessing is stopped from the admin then any remote
SQL injection will be failed as the used tokens from SQL server is topped and the penetration
system will start working. The working procedure is better understand by figure 1.
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented an approach of penetration testing process to detect sql injection.
Here we presented an activity diagram to model system functions. The result indicate that our
method is better effective to solve all these problems simultaneously. The case study
represented in this paper is relatively small. In the future research, we plan to apply this
approach on a comparatively large application to review the scalability of the proposed
approach and generate test cases and implement the tools. In our future work we will
implement the tool in a testing environment and will give better result and giving protection
to the system for various attacks. Our research outcomes help: to measure the security level
of Web Applications using proposed tools to find or
detect vulnerabilities of online applications and to protect the application through proper
coding. In the future, we will improve the performance of the current system.
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